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Abstract. The seminar will cover the principles as well as the best practices of

software system quality assurance (comprising inspection, verification,

validation, black and white box test, measurement and assessment, and the

normative quality characteristics) for procedural, object-oriented, aspect-

oriented and agent-based dependable software. Attendees will exercise proven

techniques for goal-directed quality specification, testing, measurement,

scaling and assessment for software certification. Assessment of both the

software product as well as the software process will be discussed with respect

to its relevance for such acceptance assessments. A standardized process

model for measurement, assessment and certification of dependable software

will be used to make the attendees familiar with this comprehensive

assessment procedure and to learn how to embed it into today's standardized

or non-standardized software processes..

What is software quality and what is quality specification, evaluation, assessment

and certification? Why do we need it? Well, we ask for software quality

specification, assessment and certification because we want to be sure that the

product we want to apply provides the expected service correctly with respect to both

functional and non-functional requirements. If we are assessing software we check

whether the actual service we can get from the present version of the product is (at

least to some degree) equivalent to the required service. We assume that the actual

service is provided by a program that has been coded under several conditions and

constrains and thus not being a one-to-one translation of the required service.

Complementary we introduce a third layer in our approach called specified service,

where we define what has to be done on the computer. The actual service might be

considered as the layer describing how the service is to be accomplished. Why and

what for the service is needed is already defined in the required service layer.
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In such a layered product environment assessment is performed using

assessment methods such as inspection, testing, verification and measurement to

check the actual service against the specified service and the expected service.

These assessment methods have to be supported by appropriate tools. For the

assessment we also need to know which characteristics of the product have to be

considered and what is the threshold for them. In order to be able (i.e. ''to be

allowed'') to certify a product, i.e. to put a quality seal on the product, we have to

evaluate assess all product layers with the required characteristics using appropriate

methods and tools on both product documents and process documents. As a

consequence we have to handle product, process, characteristics, methods and tools

as wells as their interaction in a defined, coherent procedure.

For effective quality specification, testing and certification the product and

process elements have to be identified and evaluated with respect to selected,

required characteristics. Appropriate methods and tools have to be applied to the

product and process documents to check those characteristics. The essential problem

domains are: software product, software process, software characteristics, software

methods and software tools for procedural, object-oriented or agent-based

dependable software systems. Proven techniques for goal-directed quality

specification, measurement, scaling and assessment are mandatory. Obviously one

has also to consider norms, regulations or standards such as the ones for

• Software Quality Specification and Evaluation: ISO9126 and ISO 14598

• Evaluators Guide according ISO9126 and ISO 14598

• COTS Quality Specification and Evaluation: ISO 12119

• COTS Evaluation Guide according ISO 12119

• ISO 25000 series

And finally, a standardized process model for measurement, assessment and

certification of dependable software is required applicable in the context of today's

standardized as well as within non-standardized software processes.
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